
 Indiana Truck Pullers Association (ITPA) Contract 

ITPA 1 

 

Contacts: President- Wade Bennett (765)-918-8650 Updated: 06/03/2022 

                 Vice President- Rick Thomas (765)-720-4133                           

_______________________________ and Indiana Truck Pulling Association (ITPA) agree on a sanctioned pull  

                 (Host Name) 

at _______________________________________________ on ____________________ at ______________ p.m. 

                      (Physical Location & Address)                                     (Date of Pull)                 (Time of Pull) 

_______________________________ will provide the following: 

               (Host Name) 

1.) Dirt Track. Track Requirements: dirt track 30-35 feet wide and 250-300 feet long. This is a distance for pulling  

track only and does not include run off and starting line for sled.  

2.) Pit area for pulling trucks and trailers ONLY (for safety purposes) 

3.) Grandstands/seating  

4.) Lighting 

5.) PA system                  Please initial that you 

6.) Concession stands               understand 1-7 ______ 

7.) Restrooms 

8.) A transfer sled, scales and all weights. *MUST BE ITPA APPROVED*  

* ITPA WILL NOT be responsible for mechanical problems with the sled*  

9.) Pull back tractors and operators (minimum of 2, need access 2 hours prior to pull) 

10.) Grader and operator (recommend 2) (need access 2 hours prior to pull) 

11.) Roller and operator (recommend 2) (need access 2 hours prior to pull)                                 Please initial that you  

12.) Water Truck                                                                                                                        understand 8-13 ______ 

13.) Forklift or Tractor with loader (must be able to lift 2500 pounds) 

14.) Persons to scale and check hitches on trucks 

15.) Persons to hook and unhook trucks from sled 

16.) Person to read laser (when needed) 

17.) People to collect and admit at the gates.  

18.) Announcer. (Can be contracted for)                Please initial that you  

19.) Allow up to 8 track officials (Officers) into pull FREE.       understand 14-20 ______ 

20.) Allow driver and 2 passengers into pull FREE (3 total per pulling vehicle) 

21.) Local Advertising. 

22.) Local contact person’s name, phone number and map to the pull.            Please initial that you 

23.) Complete Liability Insurance for all local truck classes.                                                  understand 21-23 ______ 



 Indiana Truck Pullers Association (ITPA) Contract 

ITPA 2 

 

Contacts: President- Wade Bennett (765)-918-8650 Updated: 06/03/2022 

                 Vice President- Rick Thomas (765)-720-4133                           

ITPA will provide the following: 

1.) Transfer sled and all weights  **IF CONTRACTED FOR** 

2.) Flagging officials. 

3.) Distance markers for dirt track (if needed) 

4.) Insurance on spectators ($2,000,000.00 liability) during ITPA sanctioned classes only. Local classes are the  

responsibility of the hosting facility. 

5.) Class payouts for ITPA sanctioned classes 

6.) Registration (sign ups) for ITPA sanctioned classes  

 

Also agreed upon, the first class of ITPA will start no later than 7:00p.m. unless agreed upon prior to the 

start of the pull. Once the first class of ITPA trucks have been completed, all other ITPA classes will follow in 

sequence until completed. There will be NOTHING ran between ITPA classes, unless otherwise agreed upon at time 

of contract signing. ITPA reserves the right to discontinue the pull due to adverse track conditions or safety 

concerns. ITPA reserves the right to sell their own shirts, hats, etc, and to promote their sponsorships. In the case of 

rain out, please notify ITPA president 6 hours prior to the start of the pull. If the pull is underway, pay is 

pro-rated per class, UNLESS THE PULL IS 50% COMPLETE, THEN THE FULL CONTRACT AMOUNT 

IS DUE. If cancellation notice is received less than 6 hours before start time, or if rained out before start of 

pull, host agrees to all sled expenses plus 10% of ITPA amount. 

  



 Indiana Truck Pullers Association (ITPA) Contract 

ITPA 3 

 

Contacts: President- Wade Bennett (765)-918-8650 Updated: 06/03/2022 

                 Vice President- Rick Thomas (765)-720-4133                           

Sanctioned Fees are as follows: 

4WD 3.0 Diesel   $2500.00  

4WD Pro Stock Gas  $2000.00  

4WD Super Stock Gas  $1100.00 

4WD Altered Stock Gas  $1100.00 

All 4 Classes   $6000.00 

 

Please check classes desired: 

                                                                                      **ITPA does not guarantee class attendance                                    

____ 4WD 3.0 Diesel      numbers. If truck attendance numbers are a concern,  

please contact ITPA before selecting classes. ITPA  

____ 4WD Pro Stock Gas     also reserves the right to substitute a class if need be 

to put on the best possible show. 

____ 4WD Super Stock Gas 

 

____ 4WD Altered Stock Gas 

 

Sled, Scales and Weights: select one   Announcer: select one 

____ Promoter to provide    ____ Promoter to provide 

____ ITPA to provide      ____ ITPA to provide (inquire for pricing) 

Summary of Costs: 

$_____________  Class(es) Fee 

$_____150.00__  Insurance Fee 

$_____________  Sled Fee (if contracted) 

$_____________  Announcer Fee (if contracted) 

$_____________  Additional Insured ($50.00 each) 

$_____________  Total fee due to ITPA at event 

 

In the event of non-payment at a sanctioned event there will be a late fee of $200.00, plus another  

$200.00 additional penalty fee for every 10 days delinquent after the date of the sanctioned pull. 

  



 Indiana Truck Pullers Association (ITPA) Contract 

ITPA 4 

 

Contacts: President- Wade Bennett (765)-918-8650 Updated: 06/03/2022 

                 Vice President- Rick Thomas (765)-720-4133                           

 

 

____________________________________________ __________________________________ 

(Sponsoring Club Officer) (ITPA Officer) 

 

____________________________________________ __________________________________ 

(Date) (Date) 

 

 

___________________________________________ 

Cell Phone Number (day of pull contact) 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Exact Address of Pull 

 

Please Return to: 

Mindy Bennett 

9447 N US Hwy 231 

Linden, IN. 47955 

 

The Indiana Truck Pullers Association would like to thank you 

for the opportunity to attend your event. 

 

Additional Comments: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


